
GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND SCATTERINGFOR ROUGH SOLUTIONS OF A NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATION ON R3J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOAbstrat. We prove global existene and sattering for the defousing, ubi nonlinear Shr�odinger equation inHs(R3) for s > 45 . The main new estimate in the argument is a Morawetz-type inequality for the solution �.This estimate bounds k�(x; t)kL4x;t(R3�R), whereas the well-known Morawetz-type estimate of Lin-Strauss ontrolsR10 RR3 (�(x;t))4jxj dxdt.
1. Introdution and Statement of ResultsWe study the following initial value problem for a ubi defousing nonlinear Shr�odinger equation,i�t�(x; t) + ��(x; t) = j�(x; t)j2�(x; t); x 2 R3 ; t � 0;(1.1) �(x; 0) = �0(x) 2 Hs(R3 ):(1.2)Here Hs(R3 ) denotes the usual inhomogeneous Sobolev spae.It is known [5℄ that (1.1)-(1.2) is well-posed loally in time in Hs(R3 ) when1 s > 12 . In addition, these loalsolutions enjoy L2 onservation, jj�(�; t)jjL2(R3) = jj�0(�)jjL2(R3);(1.3)and the H1(R3 ) solutions have the following onserved energy,E(�)(t) � ZR3 12 jrx�(x; t)j2 + 14 j�(x; t)j4 dx = E(�)(0):(1.4)Together, these onservation laws and the loal-in-time theory immediately yield global-in-time well-posednessof (1.1)-(1.2) from data in Hs(R3 ) when s � 1. It is onjetured that (1.1)-(1.2) is in fat globally well-posedin time from all data inluded in the loal theory. Previous work ([16℄, extending [3℄) established this globaltheory when s > 56 . Our �rst goal here is to loosen further the regularity requirements on the initial data whih1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 35Q55.Key words and phrases. nonlinear Shr�odinger equation, well-posedness.J.C. is supported in part by N.S.F. grant DMS 0100595 and N.S.E.R.C. grant RGPIN 250233-03.M.K. was supported in part by the MKnight and Sloan Foundations.G.S. was supported in part by N.S.F. Grant DMS 0100375 and the Sloan Foundation.H.T. was supported in part by J.S.P.S. Grant No. 13740087.T.T. is a Clay Prize Fellow and was supported in part by a grant from the Pakard Foundation.1In addition, there are loal in time solutions from H 12 data, however, the time interval of existene depends upon the pro�le ofthe initial data and not just upon the data's Sobolev norm. Note that the _H 12 (R3) norm is ritial in the sense that it is invariantunder the natural saling of solutions to (1.1). 1



2 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOensure global-in-time solutions. In addition we aim to loosen the symmetry assumptions on the data whih werepreviously used [3℄ to prove sattering for rough solutions.Before stating our main result, we reall some terminology (see e.g. [6, 17℄). Write SL(t) for the ow map eit�orresponding to the linear Shr�odinger equation, and SNL(t) for the nonlinear ow, that is SNL(t)�0 = �(x; t)with �; �0 as in (1.1),(1.2). Given a solution2 � 2 C �(�1;1); Hs(R3 )� of (1.1)-(1.2), de�ne the asymptotistates �� and wave operators 
� : Hs(R3 )! Hs(R3 ) by�� = limt!�1SL(�t)SNL(t)�0(1.5) 
��� = �0(1.6)in so far as these limits exists in Hs(R3 ). When the wave operators 
� are surjetive we say that (1.1)-(1.2) isasymptotially omplete in Hs(R3 ).Our main result is the following:Theorem 1.1. The initial value problem (1.1)-(1.2) is globally-well-posed from data �0 2 Hs(R3 ) when s > 45 :In addition, there is sattering for these solutions. More preisely, the wave operators (1.6) exist and there isasymptoti ompleteness on all of Hs(R3 ).By globally-well-posed, we mean that given data �0 2 Hs(Rn ) as above, and any time T > 0, there is a uniquesolution to (1.1)-(1.2) �(x; t) 2 C([0; T ℄;Hs(Rn ))(1.7)whih depends ontinuously in (1.7) upon �0 2 Hs(Rn ).We sketh the relationship of our results here with previous work.Sattering in the spae H1(R3 ) was shown in [17℄. Theorem 1.1 extends part of the work3 in [3, 4℄ whereglobal well-posedness was shown for general Hs(R3 ) data, s > 1113 . (See [1℄ for a related result in two spaedimensions.) In the ase of radially symmetri data, [3, 4℄ establish global well-posedness and sattering for�0 2 Hs(R3 ); s > 57 . Theorem 1.1 also extends the result of [16℄, where we showed global existene for s > 56 ,with no sattering statement.As in [16℄, our arguments here prelude growth of k�(t)kHs(R3) by showing that the energy of a smoothedversion of the solution is almost onserved4. We refer to [16℄ (pages 2-3) for remarks omparing the almostonservation law approah used here with the argument in [3, 4℄. See [22, 21, 11, 14℄ for further appliationsof almost onservation laws; and [15, 13, 12℄ for instanes where the inlusion of damping orretion terms inthe almost onserved energy leads to sharp results. Unlike our work in [16℄, where k�(t)kHs(R3) was boundedpolynomially in time, we ultimately obtain here a uniform bound. The main new estimate allowing suh a uniformbound is the Morawetz-type estimate (2.26) for the solution u of any relatively general defousing nonlinearShr�odinger equation, see (2.1) below. Besides yielding the sattering results whih ome along with suh auniform Hs bound, this new estimate is also the ingredient whih pushes the allowed regularity in Theorem 1.1below our previously obtained s > 56 . We do not expet our results here to be sharp. For example, we hopeto extend Theorem 1.1 to allow lower values of s, using the orretion terms mentioned above and multilinearestimates (stemming from e.g. [10, 31℄) to more tightly bound the inrement in the almost-onserved quantity.2We an easily extend the solution in (1.1) to negative times by the equation's time reversibility.3In [3, 4℄, it is also shown that the di�erene between the linear and nonlinear evolutions from rough data has �nite energy. Ourtehnique neither employs nor implies suh smoothing.4The phrase almost onserved is made preise in Proposition 3.1 below.



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 3Theorem 1.1 above, like the referened work on global rough solutions for other dispersive equations, hasa number of motivations. We mention here three. First and most obviously, we aim to better understand theglobal in time evolution properties of known loal-in-time solutions. Seond, our results for rough solutionsyield polynomial in time bounds5 for the growth of some below-energy Sobolev norms of smooth solutions. Suhbounds give, for example, a qualitative understanding of how the energy in a smooth solution moves from highfrequenies to low frequenies6. Third, we hope that the tehniques developed for these subritial, rough initialdata problems an be used to address open problems for relatively smooth solutions. For an immediate example,our arguments below give a new proof of the �nite energy sattering result of [17℄. Also, the bounds we obtainon the global Shr�odinger admissible spae-time norms of the solution depend polynomially on the energy ofthe initial data, whereas previous bounds were exponential. (See the remark in [3℄, page 276, and (2.26), (4.20)below.) There are of ourse more signi�ant examples where low-regularity tehniques have helped to solve openproblems for smooth solutions, e.g. [2, 32℄.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, after realling the standard Morawetz-type estimates fromLin-Strauss [25℄, we introdue a Morawetz interation potential and prove it is bounded and monotone inreasing.As a onsequene, we obtain the aforementioned spaetime L4xt bound on solutions of (1.1). Setion 3 revisitsthe almost onservation law argument in [16℄, now in the setting of an a-priori L4x;t bound on a spaetime slab.In Setion 4, we �rst show in Proposition 4.1 how the almost onservation law (Proposition 3.1), the interationMorawetz inequality (2.26), and the assumption s > 45 ombine with a saling and bootstrap argument to give auniform bound on k�(t)kHs(R3) and the �niteness of k�kL4(R3�[0;1)). The sattering laims in Theorem 1.1 followfrom these uniform bounds and by now well-known arguments from earlier sattering results of Brenner, Ginibre,Glassey, Morawetz, Strauss, and Velo (see surveys in [6, 29℄).Note that for �nite energy solutions, that is s = 1, Proposition 4.1 follows immediately from energy onser-vation and the interation Morawetz inequality (2.26). Hene in ase s = 1, the arguments in Setion 2 and thelater part of Setion 4 below give a new, relatively diret proof of sattering for (1.1) in the energy lass H1(R3 ).This result was �rst established by Ginibre-Velo [17℄.We onlude this introdution by setting some notation and realling the Strihartz estimates for the linearShr�odinger operator on R3 . Given A;B � 0, we write A . B to mean that for some universal onstant K > 2,A � K � B. We write A s B when both A . B and B . A. The notation A� B denotes B > K � A. We writehAi � (1 + A2) 12 , and hri for the operator with Fourier multiplier (1 + j�j2) 12 . The symbol r will denote thespatial gradient. We will often use the notation 12+ � 12 + � for some universal 0 < � � 1. Similarly, we write12� � 12 � � .Given Lebesgue spae exponents q; r and a funtion F (x; t) on Rn+1 , we writejjF jjLqtLrx(Rn+1) �  ZR�ZRn jF (x; t)jrdx� qr dt! 1q :(1.8)This norm will be shortened to LqtLrx for readability, or to Lrx;t when q = r.5In this paper, we in fat get a uniform bound on the growth.6If one has a smooth solution with large but �nite energy, the below-energy Sobolev norms ould presumably start relatively smalland grow large when the low frequenies of the solution grow in (for example) L2, while the high frequenies derease in L2. Apolynomial bound on the rough norm's growth puts limits on this movement of energy from high to low frequenies.



4 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOThe Strihartz estimates involve the following de�nition: a pair of Lebesgue spae exponents are alledShr�odinger admissible for R3+1 when q; r � 2, and1q + 32r = 34 :(1.9)Proposition 1.1 (Strihartz estimates in 3 spae dimensions (See e.g. [27, 28, 18, 33, 23℄)). Suppose that (q; r)and (~q; ~r) are any two Shr�odinger admissible pairs as in (1.9). Suppose too that �(x; t) is a (weak) solution tothe problem (i�t +�)�(x; t) = F (x; t); (x; t) 2 R3 � [0; T ℄;�(x; 0) = �0(x);for some data u0 and T > 0. Then we have the estimatejj�jjLqtLrx([0;T ℄�R3) . jj�0jjL2(R3) + jjF jjL~q0t L~r0x ([0;T ℄�R3):(1.10)where 1~q + 1~q0 = 1; 1~r + 1~r0 = 1.2. The Morawetz interation potential and a spaetime L4 estimateThis setion introdues an interation potential generalization of the lassial Morawetz ation and assoiatedinequalities. We �rst reall the standard Morawetz ation entered at a point and the proof that this ationis monotonially inreasing with time when the nonlinearity is defousing. The interation generalization isintrodued in the seond subsetion. The key onsequene of the analysis in this setion for the sattering resultis the L4x;t estimate (2.26).The disussion in this setion will be arried out in the ontext of the following generalization of (1.1)-(1.2):i�tu+ ��u = �f(juj2)u; u : R � R3 7�! C ;(2.1) u(0) = u0:(2.2)Here f is a smooth funtion f : R+ 7�! R+ and � and � are real onstants that permit us to easily distinguish inthe analysis below those terms arising from the Laplaian or the nonlinearity. We also de�ne F (z) = R z0 f(s)ds.We will use polar oordinates x = r!; r > 0; ! 2 S2, and write �! for the Laplae-Beltrami operator on S2.For ease of referene below, we reord some alternate forms of the equation in (2.1):(2.3) ut = i��u� i�f(juj2)u;(2.4) ut = �i��u+ i�f(juj2)u;(2.5) ut = i�urr + i2�r ur + i �r2�!u� i�f(juj2)u;(2.6) (rut) = i�(ru)rr + i�r�!u� i�rf(juj2)u;(2.7) (rut) = �i�(ru)rr � i�r�!u+ i�f(juj2)u:



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 52.1. Standard Morawetz ation and inequalities. We will all the following quantity the Morawetz ationentered at 0 for the solution u of (2.1),(2.8) M0[u℄(t) = ZR3 Im[u(t; x)ru(t; x)℄ � xjxjdx:We hek using the equation that,(2.9) �t(juj2) = �2�r � Im[u(t; x)ru(t; x)℄;hene we may interpretM0 as the spatial average of the radial omponent of the L2-mass urrent. We might expetthat M0 will inrease with time if the wave u satters sine suh behavior involves a broadening redistribution ofthe L2-mass. The following proposition of Lin and Strauss indeed gives ddtM0[u℄(t) � 0 for defousing equations.Proposition 2.1. [25℄ If u solves (2.1)-(2.2) then the Morawetz ation at 0 satis�es the identity(2.10) �tM0[u℄(t) = 4��ju(t; 0)j2 + ZR3 2�jxj jr= 0u(t; x)j2dx+ � ZR3 2jxj �juj2f(juj2)(t)� F (juj2)	 dx:where r= 0 is the angular omponent of the derivative,(2.11) r= 0u = ru� xjxj ( xjxj � ru):In partiular, M0 is an inreasing funtion of time if the equation (2.1) satis�es the repulsivity ondition,(2.12) ��juj2f(juj2)(t) � F (juj2)	 � 0:Note that for pure power potentials F (x) = 2p+1x p+12 , where the nonlinear term in (2.1) is jujp�1u, the funtionjuj2f(juj2)� F (juj2) = p�12 F (juj2): Hene ondition (2.12) holds.Proof. Clearly, we may write M0(t) = Im ZR3 u(t; x)(�r + 1r )u(t; x)dx(2.13) = Im Z 10 ZS2 ru(ru)rd!dr;(2.14)sine we are working in three spae dimensions. Integrating by parts and using the equation (2.6) gives,ddtM0 = Z 10 ZS2 (ru)(rut)r + (rut)(ru)rd!dr= �2ImZ 10 ZS2 (ru)r(rut)d!dr= �2ImZ 10 ZS2 (ru)r ni�(ru)rr + i�r�!u� i�rf(juj2)uo d!dr= �2�ReZ 10 ZS2 (ru)r(ru)rr d!dr � 2�Re Z 10 ZS2 (ru)r 1r�!u d!dr+2�ReZ 10 ZS2 (ru)rrf(juj2)u d!dr= I + II + III:These three terms are analyzed separately and lead to the three terms on the right side of (2.10).



6 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOTerm I: Sine �rj(ru)r j2 = 2Re(ru)r(ru)rr; the r integration in Term I equals j(ru)rj2j10 = �ju(t; 0)j2 whihaounts for the �rst term in (2.10).Term II: Write �! = r! � r! and integrate by parts to get,II = �Re Z 10 ZS2 ��rjr!uj2 + 2r jr!uj2� d!dr:Sine jr!uj s rjruj, we know that jr!uj vanishes at the origin. Therefore, the �rst term integrates to zero.Finally, we an reexpress the remaining term as laimed in (2.10) by inserting r2 in the numerator and denominatorand then absorbing two fators of r using r!u = rr= 0u.Term III: We expand the integrand using the Leibniz rule to �nd (u+rur)rf(juj2)u = rjuj2f(juj2)+r2f(juj2)uur:The �rst of these terms is purely real valued. The real part of the seond term may be reexpressed using2Ref(juj2)uur = [F (juj2)℄r: Upon integrating this last term by parts with respet to r, we obtain the thirdexpression in (2.10).The remaining laim in the Proposition follows diretly from (2.10). �We may enter the above argument at any other point y 2 R3 with orresponding results. Toward this end,de�ne the Morawetz ation entered at y to be,(2.15) My[u℄(t) = ZR3 Im[u(x)ru(x)℄ � x� yjx� yjdx:We shall often drop the u from this notation, as we did previously in writing M0(t).Corollary 2.1. If u solves (2.1) the Morawetz ation at y satis�es the identity(2.16) ddtMy = 4��ju(t; y)j2 + ZR3 2�jx� yj jr= yu(t; x)j2dx+ ZR3 2�jx� yj �juj2f(juj2)� F (juj2)	 dx;where r= yu � ru � x�yjx�yj � x�yjx�yj � ru�. In partiular, My is an inreasing funtion of time if the nonlinearitysatis�es the repulsivity ondition (2.12).Corollary 2.1 shows that a solution is, on average, repulsed from any �xed point y in the sense that My[u℄(t)is inreasing with time.For our sattering results, we'll need the following pointwise bound for My[u℄(t).Lemma 2.1. Assume u is a solution of (2.1) and My[u℄(t) as in (2.15). Then,(2.17) jMy(t)j . ku(t)k2_H 12x :Proof. Without loss of generality we take y = 0. This is a re�nement of the easy bound using Cauhy-ShwarzjMy(t)j . ku(t)kL2xkru(t)kL2x : By dualityj Im ZR3 u(x; t)�ru(x; t)dx j � kuk _H 12 (R3) � k�ruk _H� 12 (R3):It suÆes to show k�ruk _H� 12 (R3) � kuk _H� 12 (R3). By duality and the de�nition �r � xjxj � r, it remains to prove,k xjxjfk _H 12 (R3) � kfk _H 12 (R3);(2.18)



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 7for any f for whih the right hand side is �nite. Inequality (2.18) follows from interpolating between the followingtwo bounds, k xjxjfkL2(R3) � kfkL2(R3)k xjxjfk _H1(R3) . kfkH1(R3)the �rst of whih is trivial, the seond of whih follows from Hardy's inequality,kr� xjxjf� kL2 � k xjxj � rfkL2 + k 1jxjfkL2. krfkL2 : �The well-known Morawetz-type inequalities whih have proven useful in proving loal deay or sattering for(2.1) arise by integrating the identity (2.10) or (2.16) in time. For nonlinear Shr�odinger equations, this argumentappears in the work of Lin and Strauss [25℄, who ite as motivation earlier work on Klein-Gordon equations byMorawetz [26℄.Corollary 2.2 (Morawetz inequalities [25℄). Suppose u solves (2.1)-(2.2). Then for any y 2 R3 ,(2.19) 2 supt2[0;T ℄ ku(t)k2_H 12x & 4�� Z T0 ju(t; y)j2dt+ Z T0 ZR3 2�jx� yj jr= yu(t; x)j2dxdt+ Z T0 ZR3 2�jx� yj �juj2f(juj2)� F (juj2)	 dxdt:Assuming (2.1) has a repulsive nonlinearity as in (2.12), all terms on the right side of the inequality (2.19) arepositive. The inequality therefore gives in partiular a bound uniform in T for the quantity R T0 RR3 ju(t;x)j4jx�yj dxdt,for solutions u of (1.1).In their proof of sattering in the energy spae for the ubi defousing problem (1.1), Ginibre and Velo [17℄ombine this relatively loalized7 deay estimate with a bound surrogate for �nite propagation speed in orderto show the solution is in ertain global-in time Lebesgue spaes Lq([0;1); Lr(R3 )). Sattering follows ratherquikly.In the following setion, we show how to establish an unweighted, global in time Lebesgue spae bound diretly.The argument below involves the identity (2.16), but our estimate arises eventually from the linear part of theequation, more spei�ally from the �rst term on the right of (2.16), rather than the third (nonlinearity) term.2.2. Morawetz interation potential. Given a solution u of (2.1), we de�ne theMorawetz interation potentialto be(2.20) M(t) = ZR3 ju(t; y)j2My(t)dy:The bound (2.17) immediately implies(2.21) jM(t)j . ku(t)k2L2ku(t)k2_H 12x :7The bound mentioned here may be onsidered loalized sine it implies deay of the solution near the �xed point y, but doesn'tprelude the solution staying large at a point whih moves rapidly away from y, for example.



8 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOIf u solves (2.1) then the identity (2.16) gives us the following identity for ddtM(t),(2.22) ddtM(t) = 4�� Zy ju(y)j4dy + ZR3 ZR3 2�jx� yj ju(y)j2jr= yu(x)j2dxdy+ ZR3 ZR3 2�jx� yj ju(y)j2 �ju(x)j2f(ju(x)j2)� F (ju(x)j2)	 dxdy+ ZR3 �t(ju(t; y)j2) My(t)dy:We write the the right side of (2.22) as I + II + III + IV , and work now to rewrite this as a sum involvingnonnegative terms.Proposition 2.2. Referring to the terms omprising (2.22), we have(2.23) IV � �II:Consequently, solutions of (2.1) satisfy(2.24) ddtM(t) � 4�� ZR3 ju(t; y)j4dy + ZR3 ZR3 2�jx� yj ju(t; y)j2 �juj2f(juj2)� F (juj2)	 dxdy:In partiular, M(t) is monotone inreasing for equations with repulsive nonlinearities.Assuming Proposition 2.23 for the moment, we ombine (2.21) and (2.24) to obtain the following estimatewhih plays the major new role in our analysis in Setions 3 and 4 below,Corollary 2.3. Take u to be a smooth solution to the initial value problem (2.1)-(2.2) above, under the repulsivityassumption (2.12). Then we have the following interation Morawetz inequalities,(2.25) 2ku(t)k2L2 supt2[0;t℄ ku(t)k2_H 12x & 4�� Z T0 ZR3 ju(t; y)j4dydt+ Z T0 Zy Zx 2�jx� yj ju(t; y)j2 �juj2f(juj2)� F (juj2)	 (t; x)dxdydt:In partiular, we obtain the following spaetime L4([0;1)� R3 ) estimate,(2.26) Z T0 ZR3 ju(t; y)j4dydt . ku0k2L2(R3) supt2[0;t℄ ku(t)k2_H 12x :Of ourse, for solutions of (1.1) starting from �nite energy initial data, the right side of (2.26) is uniformlybounded by energy onsiderations - leading to a rather diret proof of the result in [17℄ of sattering in the energyspae. This bound (2.26) is also a key part of our rough data sattering argument below.Proof. We now turn to the proof of Proposition 2.2. Use (2.9) to writeIV = � ZR3yr � Im[2�u(y)ru(y)℄My(t)dy= � Zy Zx �ylIm[2�u(y)�ylu(y)℄ Im[u(x)xm � ymjx� yj �xmu(x)℄dxdy;



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 9where repeated indies are impliitly summed. We integrate by parts in y, moving the the leading �yl to the unitvetor x�yjx�yj . Note that,(2.27) �yl �xm � ymjx� yj � = �Ælmjx� yj + (xl � yl)(xm � ym)jx� yj3 :Write p(x) = Im[u(x)ru(x)℄ for the mass urrent at x and use (2.27) to obtain(2.28) IV = �2� Zy Zx �p(y) � p(x)� (p(y) � x� yjx� yj)(p(x) � x� yjx� yj)� dxdyjx� yj :The preeding integrand has a natural geometri interpretation. We are removing the inner produt of theomponents of p(y) and p(x) parallel to the vetor x�yjx�yj from the full inner produt of p(y) and p(x). Thisamounts to taking the inner produt of �(x�y)?p(y) ��(x�y)?p(x) where we have introdued the projetions ontothe subspae of R3 perpendiular to the vetor x�yjx�yj . But(2.29) j�(x�y)?p(y)j = ��p(y)� x� yjx� yj� x� yjx� yj � p(y)��� = jIm[u(y)r= xu(y)j � ju(y)j � jr= xu(y)j:A similar identity and inequality holds upon swithing the roles of x and y in (2.29). We have thus shown that(2.30) IV � �2�Zy Zx ju(x)j � jr= yu(x)j � ju(y)j � jr= xu(y)j dxdyjx� yj :The onlusion (2.23) follows by applying the elementary bound jabj � 12 (a2 + b2) with a = ju(y)j � jr= yu(x)j andb = ju(x)j � jr= xu(y)j. �3. Almost Conservation Law.Keeping in mind that the energy (1.4) of our solutions might be in�nite, our aim will be to ontrol the growthin time of E(I�)(t), where I� is a smoothed version of �. The operator I depends on a parameter N � 1 to behosen later, and the level of regularity s < 1 at whih we are working8. We write,If(�) � mN(�)f̂ (�);(3.1)where the multiplier mN (�) is smooth, radially symmetri, noninreasing in j�j andmN(�) = 8<:1 j�j � N� Nj�j�1�s j�j � 2N:(3.2)The following two inequalities follow quikly from the de�nition of I , the L2 onservation (1.3), and by onsideringseparately those frequenies j�j � N and j�j � N .E(I�)(t) . �N1�sjj�(�; t)jj _Hs(R3)�2 + jj�(t; �)jj4L4(R3);(3.3) jj�(�; t)jj2Hs(R3) . E(I�)(t) + jj�0jj2L2(R3):(3.4)In studying the possible growth of our solution in time, we will estimateE(I�)(t) rather than bounding jj�(t)jjHs(R3)diretly. Of ourse, sine (1.1) is a nonlinear equation, I�(x; t) is not a solution. In partiular, one doesn't expetE(I�)(t) to be onstant. One of the main ingredients of Theorem 1.1 is proving that this quantity is uniformlybounded in time. The loal in time result whih ontributes to the proof of suh a bound is what we mean byan almost onservation law. Global well-posedness follows from (3.4), a uniform bound on E(I�)(t) in terms ofk�0kHs(R3), the fat that (1.1)-(1.2) is loally well posed when s > 12 , and a density argument.8We abuse notation and suppress this dependene, writing simply I instead of Is;N .



10 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOProposition 3.1 (Almost Conservation Law). Assume we have s > 12 ; N � 1; �0 2 C10 (R3 ), and a solution of(1.1)-(1.2) on a time interval [0; T ℄ for whih jj�jjL4x;t([0;T ℄�R3) . �:(3.5)Assume in addition that E(I�0) . 1.We onlude that for all t 2 [0; T ℄, E(I�)(t) = E(I�0) +O(N�1+):(3.6)Equation (3.6) asserts that I�, though not a solution of the nonlinear problem (1.1), enjoys something akinto energy onservation. If one ould replae the inrement N�1+ in E(I�) on the right side of (3.6) with N��for some � > 0, one ould repeat the argument we give below to prove global well-posedness of (1.1)-(1.2) forall s > 3+�3+2� . In partiular, if E(I�)(t) were onserved (i.e. � = 1), one ould show that (1.1)-(1.2) is globallywell-posed when s > 12 . Reall that the sale-invariant Sobolev spae is _H 12 (R3 ).Proposition 3.1 is a modi�ation of a similar statement (also labelled Proposition 3.1) in [16℄. The statementin [16℄ establishes a uniform time step, determined by the size of the modi�ed energy of the data E(I�), on whihthere is almost onservation of E(I�)(t). Here we obtain an almost onservation property in time intervals [0; T ℄on whih � is assumed small in L4x;t. Note that these intervals may have various lengths, and that the onstantimpliit in (3.6) is independent of these lengths.The proof of Proposition 3.1 proeeds by pretending that I� is a solution of (1.1) and using the usual proofof energy onservation. We look at the resulting spae-time integral in Fourier spae, where we estimate variousfrequeny interations separately. In doing so, we'll need ontrol of a loal-in-time norm ZI(t) involving theindies in (1.9), ZI(t) � supq;r admissible jjrI�jjLqtLrx([0;t℄�R3)(3.7)similar to those norms that are usually bounded by the loal in time existene theorem for (1.1). (See e.g. [5℄).Sine the norm here inludes the operator I , and as mentioned above, we will ontrol ZI(t) on time intervals ofvarying lengths, we think of the following lemma as a modi�ed loal existene theory.Lemma 3.1. Consider �(x; t) as in (1.1)-(1.2) de�ned on [0; T �℄� R3 wherek�kL4x;t([0;T�℄�R3) � �;(3.8)for some universal onstant �. Assume too �0 2 C10 (R3 ). Then for s > 12 and suÆiently large9 N ,ZI(T �) . C(jj�0jjHs(R3)):(3.9)Proof of Lemma 3.1: Apply Ir to both sides of (1.1). Choosing ~q0; ~r0 = 107 , (1.10) and a frational Leibnizrule10 give us that for all 0 � t � T ,ZI(t) . jjrI�0jjL2(R3) + jjrI�jjL 103x;t([0;t℄�R3) � jj�jj2L5x;t([0;t℄�R3):9Reall that I � IN;s was de�ned in (3.1)-(3.2).10Sine s > 12 , the multiplier for r�I is inreasing in j�j when 12 � � � 1. Using this fat, one an easily modify the usual proofof the frational Leibniz rule so this rule holds for the operators r�I. (See e.g. page 105 of the exposition in [30℄, or the artiles [7℄,[20℄.)



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 11The L 103 fator here is bounded by ZI(t). We laim that the remaining L5x;t fators are bounded by,k�kL5x;t([0;T�℄�R3) . �Æ1 � (ZI(T �))Æ2(3.10)for some Æ1; Æ2 > 0, and ZI as in (3.7). Assuming (3.10) for the moment, we onlude that for N suÆiently large,ZI(t) . 1 + �Æ3 (ZI(t))1+Æ4 ;(3.11)for some onstants Æ3; Æ4 > 0. For suÆiently small hoie of �, the bound (3.11) yields (3.9) for all 0 � t � T , asdesired.It remains to prove (3.10). All spae-time norms in this proof will be taken on the slab [0; T �℄ � R3, evenwhen, for legibility, this isn't expliitly written. Write� =  0 + 1Xi=1  jwhere  0 has spatial frequeny support on h�i . N1 � N and the remaining  j eah have dyadi spatial frequenysupport h�ji � Nj � 2kj ; where kj & log(N) are integers and j = 1; 2; : : :. The argument given below estimatesthe low frequeny onstituent  0 with the available L4 and L10 bounds; and the high frequeny piees  j ; j � 1with the L 103 and L10 bounds.Spei�ally, the de�nition of I in (3.2) gives,kI jkL10x;t s (k jkL10x;t j = 0N1�s(Nj)s�1k jkL10x;t j = 1; 2; : : : :Using Sobolev's inequality, the left hand side here is bounded by ZI(T �). Rewriting gives,k jkL10x;t([0;T�℄�R3) . (ZI(T �) j = 0N1�sj Ns�1ZI(T �) j = 1; 2; : : : :(3.12)Similarly, krI jkL 103x;t s NsjN1�sk jkL 103x;t j = 1; 2; : : : :Hene we get the following L 103 bounds,k jkL 103x;t . Ns�1(Nj)�sZI(T �); j � 1:(3.13)We now have the ingredients for our desired L5x;t bound of �. By the triangle inequality,k�kL5x;t � 1Xj=0 k jkL5x;t :(3.14)Interpolating between the L10 and L4 bounds of (3.12),(3.8) gives,k 0kL5x;t . k 0k 23L4x;t � k 0k 13L10x;t(3.15) . � 23 (ZI(T �)) 13 :(3.16)



12 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOFor Nj & N interpolation between (3.12) and (3.13) yields,1Xj=1 k jkL5x;t . 1Xj=1 k jk 12L 103x;t � k jk 12L10x;t. 1Xj=1 �Ns�1(Nj)�sZI(T �)� 12 � �(Nj)1�s �Ns�1ZI(T �)� 12. Ns�1ZI(T �);sine s > 12 . Choosing N suÆiently large, depending on �, yields (3.10) for these high frequeny ontributionsas well. �Proof of Proposition (3.1):For suÆiently smooth solutions, the usual energy (1.4) is shown to be onserved by di�erentiating in time,integrating by parts, and using the equation (1.1),�tE(�) = Re ZR3 �t(j�j2����)dx= Re ZR3 �t(j�j2����� i�t)dx= 0:We begin to estimate E(I�)(t) in the same way. We need to pay attention when we use the equation (1.1) sineof ourse I� is not a solution. Repeating our steps above gives,�tE(I�)(t) = Re ZR3 I(�)t(jI�j2I���I�� iI�t)dx= Re ZR3 I(�)t(jI�j2I�� I(j�j2�))dx:When we integrate in time and apply the Parseval formula it remains for us to boundE(I�(t)) �E(I�(0)) = Z t0 ZP4j=1 �j=0�1� m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2) �m(�3) �m(�4)� dI�t�(�1)I�(�2)I�(�3)I�(�4):(3.17)We use the equation (1.1) to substitute for �tI(�) in (3.17). Our aim is to show thatTerm1 +Term2 . N�1+(ZI(T ))P ;(3.18)for some P > 0, where the two terms on the left areTerm1 � �����Z T0 ZP4i=1 �i=0�1� m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2)m(�3)m(�4)�\(�I�)(�1) �I�(�2) �I�(�3) �I�(�4)�����(3.19) Term2 � �����Z T0 ZP4i=1 �i=0�1� m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2)m(�3)m(�4)� \(I(j�j2�))(�1) �I�(�2) �I�(�3) �I�(�4)����� :(3.20)In both ases we break � into a sum of dyadi onstituents �j , eah with spatial frequeny support h�i s 2kj � Nj ,kj 2 f0; : : :g, and employ the following estimate of Coifman-Meyer for a lass of multilinear operators.



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 13Consider an in�nitely di�erentiable symbol � : Rnk ! C so that for all � 2 Nnk and all � = (�1; : : : ; �k) 2 Rnk ,there is a onstant (�) with, j��� �(�)j � (�)(1 + j�j)�j�j:(3.21)De�ne the multilinear operator T by,[T (f1; : : : ; fk)℄(x) = ZRnk eix(�1+:::+�k)�(�1; : : : �k)f̂1(�1) � � � f̂k(�k)d�1 � � � d�k :(3.22)Theorem 3.1 ([8℄, Page 179). Suppose pj 2 (1;1), j = 1; : : : k, are suh that 1p = 1p1 + 1p2 + � � � + 1pk � 1.Assume �(�1; : : : �k) a smooth symbol as in (3.21). Then there is a onstant C = C(pi; n; k; (�)) so that for allShwarz lass funtions f1; : : : fk,kT (f1; : : : ; fk)kLp(Rn) � Ckf1kLp1(Rn) � � � kfkkLpk (Rn)(3.23)Remark: The estimate (3.23) is also available for operators whose symbols obey muh weaker bounds than (3.21),see e.g. [9℄, page 55.When we estimate below the terms whih onstitute both Term1 (3.19) and Term2 (3.20), we will �rst seek apointwise bound on the symbol, ��1� m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2)m(�3)m(�4) �� � B(N2; N3; N4):(3.24)We fator B(N2; N3; N4) out of the left side of (3.24), leaving a symbol � that satis�es the estimate (3.21)11. Weare left to estimate a quantity of the form�����B(N2; N3; N4) Z T0 ZR3[T (f1; f2; f3)℄^(�4)f̂4(�4)d�4dt����� ;for some multilinear operator T of the form (3.22), (3.21). We estimate this using the Planherel formula, H�older'sinequality, Theorem 3.1, and the Strihartz estimates. We an sum over the all �i sine our bounds will be seento deay suÆiently fast in the frequenies Ni. We suggest that the reader at �rst ignore this summation issue,and so ignore on �rst reading the appearane below of all fators suh as N0�i whih we inlude only to showexpliitly why our frequeny interation estimates sum. The main goal of the analysis is to establish the deayof N�1+ in eah lass of frequeny interations below. In what follows we drop the omplex onjugates as theydon't a�et the analysis used here12.Consider �rst Term1. We will onlude that Term1 � N�1+ one we prove(3.25) �����Z T0 ZP4i=1 �i=0�1� m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2) �m(�3) �m(�4)��1(�1)�2(�2)�3(�3)�4(�4)�����. N�1+C(N1; N2; N3; N4) (ZI(T ))4where C(N1; N2; N3; N4) is suÆiently small. By symmetry, we may assume N2 � N3 � N4. The preise extentto whih C(N1; N2; N3; N4) deays in its arguments, and the fat that this deay allows us to sum over all dyadishells, will be desribed below.Term1, Case 1: N � N2. Aording to (3.2), the symbol 1� m(�2+�3+�4)m(�2)�m(�3)�m(�4) on the right of (3.17) is in thisase identially zero and the bound (3.25) holds trivially.11The required L1 bound is lear, and we leave the reader to hek that the derivatives are bounded as in (3.21).12A more detailed argument exploiting the omplex onjugates as in [24, 10, 31℄ might obtain a better exponent in (3.6)



14 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOTerm1, Case 2: N2 & N � N3 � N4. Sine Pi �i = 0, we have N1 s N2. We aim for (3.25) withC(N1; N2; N3; N4) = N0�2 :(3.26)With this deay fator, and the fat that we are onsidering here terms where N1 s N2, we may immediatelysum over all the Ni.By the mean value theorem,����m(�2)�m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2) ���� . jrm(�2) � (�3 + �4)jm(�2) . N3N2 :(3.27)After estimating the symbol with (3.27), we view the N3 in the numerator as resulting from a derivative fallingon the I�3 fator in the integrand. Hene these interations an be estimated using H�older's inequality, Theorem3.1, and the de�nition (3.7) of ZI(t),jLeft Side of (3.25)j . N3N2 �����Z T0 ZR3 T [�I�1; I�2; I�3℄ � I�4dxdt������ 1N2 jj�I�1jjL 103x;t � jjI�2jjL 103x;t � jjrI�3jjL 103x;t � jjI�4jjL10x;t� N1N2 �N2 � (ZI(t))4� 1N1 (ZI(t))4� N�1+ �N0�2 (ZI(t))4by our assumptions on the Ni. This establishes (3.25), (3.26).Term1, Case 3: N2 � N3 & N . In this ase the only pointwise bound available for the symbol is the straight-forward one: when j�1j; j�2j are not omparable, no anellation an our in the numerator of (3.24). Whenj�1j s j�2j, we then also need j�3j; j�4j � N in order to get anellation. If any of these onditions fail, ourpointwise estimate will be simply,����1� m(�2 + �3 + �4)m(�2)m(�3)m(�4) ���� . m(�1)m(�2)m(�3)m(�4) :(3.28)The frequeny interations here fall into two subategories, depending on whih frequeny is omparable to N2.Case 3(a): N1 � N2 � N3 & N . By assumption, s > 12 + Æ for some small Æ. In this ase we prove the deayfator C(N1; N2; N3; N4) = N�1+2ÆN0�2Æ3(3.29)in (3.25). This allows us to diretly sum in N3; N4, and sum in N1; N2 after applying Cauhy-Shwarz to thosefators. Estimate the symbol using (3.28). Use H�older's inequality and Theorem 3.1 to take the fators involving�i; i = 1; 2; 3 in L 103x;t, and the �4 fator in L10x;t. It remains to showm(N1)N1N1�2ÆN2Æ3m(N2)m(N3)m(N4)N2N3 . 1:(3.30)When proving suh estimates here and in the sequel, we shall frequently use the following two elementary fatswithout further mention: for any p > 12 � Æ, the funtion m(x)jxjp is inreasing, and m(x)hxi is bounded below.



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 15The bound (3.30) is now straightforward,Left Side of (3.30) . N1�2ÆN2Æ3m(N3)m(N4)N3. N1�2ÆN2Æ3(m(N3))2N3. N1�2ÆN2Æ3(m(N3))N 12�Æ3 m(N3)N 12�Æ3 N2Æ3. N1�2ÆN2Æ3N1�2ÆN2Æ3whih gives (3.25), (3.29).Case 3(b): N2 � N3 & N . We aim in this ase for the deay fatorC(N1; N2; N3; N4) = N�1+2ÆN�2Æ2(3.31)where Æ is as in Case 3(a) above. This will allow us to sum diretly in all the Ni. One again we use (3.28) andapply H�older's inequality and (3.23) exatly as in the preeding disussion.m(N1)N1N1�2ÆN2Æ2m(N2)m(N3)m(N4)N2N3 . m(N1)N1N1�2ÆN2Æ2(m(N2))3N2N2. m(N2)N2N1�2ÆN2Æ2(m(N2))3N2N2= N1�2ÆN2Æ2(m(N2))2 �N2� N1�2ÆN2Æ2N2Æ2 �N1�2Æ� 1;as desired. It remains to prove bounds of the form (3.18) for Term2(3.20).When deomposing the integrand of Term2 in frequeny spae, write N123 for the dyadi frequeny into whihwe projet the nonlinear fator I(�3). Note that in the treatment of Term1 above, we always took the ��1 fatorin L 103 , estimating this by N1ZI(T ). The analysis above for Term1 therefore applies unmodi�ed to Term2 onewe prove the following,Lemma 3.2. Assume �; T; ZI(T ); N123 as de�ned above, and PN123 the Littlewood-Paley projetion onto the N123frequeny shell. Then kPN123(I(�3))kL 103x;t([0;T ℄�R3) . N123(ZI(T ))3:(3.32)Proof: We write � = �L + �H where supp�̂L(�; t) � fj�j < 2gsupp�̂H (�; t) � fj�j > 1g:



16 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOConsider �rst the bound (3.32) when all three fators on the left are �L,kPN123(I(�3L))kL 103x;t . k�Lk3L10x;t= kI�Lk3L10x;t� (ZI(T ))3. N123(ZI(T ))3;sine N123 � 1. When instead all three omponents on the left of (3.32) are �H , we have by Littlewood-Paleytheory, Sobolev embedding, and the Leibniz rule mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.1,k 1N123PN123I(�3H )kL 103x;t . kr�1PN123I(�3H )kL 103x;t. kr 12 I(�3H )kL 103t L 108x . kr 12 I�Hk3L10t L 308x. krI�Hk3L10t L 3013x . (ZI(T ))3as desired.The remaining terms are bounded using similar arguments,k 1N123PN123I(�H � �H � �L)kL 103x;t . kr 12 I(�H � �H � �L)kL 103t L 108x. kr 12 I�HkL10t L 308x � k�HkL10t L 3013x � k�LkL10t L10x + k�HkL10t L 308x � k�HkL10t L 308x � kr 12 I�LkL10tL 308x. krI�HkL10t L 3013x � krI�HkL10t L 3013x � kI�LkL10t L10x + kr 12 I�HkL10t L 308x � kr 12 I�HkL10t L 308x � krI�LkL10t L 3013x. (ZI(T ))3:k 1N123PN123I(�H � �L � �L)kL 103x;t . k�H � �L � �LkL 103t L 3019x. k�HkL10t L 3013x � k�LkL10t L10x � k�LkL10t L10x . krI�HkL10t L 3013x � krI�Lk2L10t L 3013x. (ZI(T ))3:This ompletes the proof of Lemma 3.2, and hene Proposition 3.1. �4. Proof of Main TheoremWe ombine the interation Morawetz estimate (2.26) and Proposition 3.1 with a saling argument to provethe following statement giving uniform bounds in terms of the rough norm of the initial data.Proposition 4.1. Suppose �(x; t) is a global in time solution to (1.1)-(1.2) from data �0 2 C10 (R3 ). Then solong as s > 45 , we have jj�jjL4([0;1℄�R3) . C(jj�0jjHs(R3))(4.1) sup0�t<1 jj�(t)jjHs(R3) � C(jj�0jjHs(R3)):(4.2)



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 17Remark: As mentioned at the outset of the paper, energy onservation (1.4) and the loal in time well-posednessof (1.1)-(1.2) from data in Hs(R3 ), s > 12 imply that the solution � onsidered here is smooth and exists globallyin time. Sine the estimate (4.2) involves only the rough norm jj�0jjHs(R3) on the right hand side, the globalwell-posedness portion of Theorem 1.1 follows from (4.2), the loal existene theory (see [5℄ for a proof and furtherreferenes), and a standard density argument.Proof. The �rst step is to sale the solution: if � is a solution to (1.1), then so is�(�)(x; t) � 1��(x� ; t�2 ):(4.3)We hoose � so that E(I�(�)0 ) � 12 . This is possible sine we are working with subritial s, so long as we hoose� in terms of the parameter13 N , E(I�(�)0 ) = 12 jjrI�(�)0 jj2L2(R3) + 14kI�(�)k4L4x. N2�2s�1�2s(1 + k�0kHs(R3))4:Hene we hoose � � N 1�ss� 12 :(4.4)We laim that the set W of times for whih (4.1) holds is all of [0;1). In the proess of proving this, we will alsoshow (4.2) holds on W .For some universal onstant C1 to be hosen shortly, de�neW � nT : jj�(�)jjL4([0;T ℄�R3) � C1� 38o :(4.5)The set W is learly losed and nonempty. It suÆes then to show it is open. For example, suppose that for someT0 we have jj�(�)jjL4x;t([0;T0℄�R3) � 2C1� 38 :(4.6)We laim T0 2W : by (2.26),jj�(�)jjL4x;t([0;T0℄�R3) . jj�(�)0 jj 12L2x � sup0�t�T0 jj�(�)(t)jj 12_H 12 (R3):(4.7) � C(k�0kL2x)� 14 � sup0�t�T0 jj�(�)(t)jj 12_H 12 (R3)(4.8)where we've taken into aount the L2 onservation law (1.3). To bound the seond fator in (4.8), deompose�(�)(t) as, �(�)(t) = P�N�(�)(t) + P�N�(�)(t):(4.9)That is, a sum of funtions supported on frequenies j�j � N and j�j � N , respetively. Interpolation and thefat that I is the identity on low frequenies gives us the bound,kP�N�(�)(t)k _H 12x . kP�N�(�)(t)k 12L2x � kP�N�(�)(t)k 12_H1x. k�(�)0 k 12L2x � kIP�N�(�)(t)k 12_H1x. C(k�0kL2x)� 14 kI�(�)(t)k 12_H1x :(4.10)13The parameter N will be hosen at the very end of the argument, where it is shown to depend only on jj�0jjHs(R3) .



18 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOWe interpolate the high frequeny onstituent between _Hsx and L2x, and use the de�nition (3.2) of I to get,kP�N�(�)(t)k _H 12x . kP�N�(�)(t)k1� 12sL2x � kP�N�(�)(t)k 12s_Hsx= kP�N�(�)(t)k1� 12sL2x �N s�12s kIP�N�(�)(t)k 12s_H1x. C(k�0kL2x) � kI�(�)k 12s_H1x ;(4.11)where we've used both the L2 onservation (1.3) and our hoie of �, (4.4). Putting together (4.11), (4.10), (4.9),and (4.8) gives usjj�(�)jjL4x;t([0;T ℄�R3) . C(k�0kL2x)�� 38 sup0�t�T0 jjI�(�)(t)jj 14_H1x + sup0�t�T0 jjI�(�)(t)jj 14s_H1x�:(4.12)We onlude T0 2 W if we establish sup0�t�T0 kI�(�)(t)k _H1(R3) . 1(4.13)where, as always, the impliit onstant is allowed to depend on jj�0jjHs(R3).By (4.6) we may divide the time interval [0; T0℄ into subintervals Ij ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; L so that for eah j,jj�(�)jjL4x;t(Ij�R3) � �:(4.14)Apply the almost onservation law in Proposition 3.1 on eah of the subintervals Ij to getsup0�t�T0 jjrI�(�)(t)jjL2(R3) . E(I�0) + L �N�1+:(4.15)We get (4.13) from (4.15) if we an show L �N�1+ � 14 :(4.16)Reall L was de�ned essentially by (4.14). Sinejj�(�)jj4L4x;t([0;T0℄�R3) . � 32 ;we an be ertain that L � � 32 . If we put this together with (4.16) and (4.4), we see that we need to be able tohoose N so that (N 1�ss� 12 ) 32 �N�1+ . 14 :This is possible sine for s > 45 the exponent on the left is negative. Notie that (4.2) holds on the set W using(4.13), the de�nition of I , and L2 onservation. �We have already explained why the global well-posedness statement in Theorem 1.1 follows from (4.2). Itremains only to prove sattering using the following well-known arguments. (See e.g. [25, 17, 3, 6℄.) Asymptotiompleteness will follow quikly one we establish a uniform bound of the form,Z(t) � supq;r admissible jjhris�jjLqtLrx([0;t℄�R3)(4.17) . C(jj�0jjHs(R3)):(4.18)



SCATTERING FOR 3D NLS BELOW ENERGY 19This is established muh as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. By (4.1), we an deompose the time interval [0;1) intoa �nite number of disjoint intervals J1; J2; : : : JK where for i = 1; : : :K we havejj�jjL4x;t(Ji�R3) � �(4.19)for a onstant �(jj�0jjHs(R3)) to be hosen momentarily.Apply hris to both sides of (1.1). Choosing ~q0; ~r0 = 107 , the Strihartz estimates (1.10) give us that for allt 2 J1, Z(t) . jjhris�0jjL2(R3) + jjhris(���)jjL 107t;x([0;t℄�R3):Apply the frational Leibniz rule to the last term on the right, taking the fator with hris in L 103 , and theother two in L5;. The fator ending up in L 103 is bounded by Z(t). The remaining L5x;t fators are bounded byinterpolating between jj�jjL4x;t and jj�jjL6x;t . The latter norm is bounded by Z(t) using Sobolev embedding:jj�jjL6x;t . jjhri 23�jjL6tL 187x � Z(t):We onlude Z(t) . jj�0jjHs(R3) + �Æ1Z(t)(1+Æ2):(4.20)for some onstants Æ1; Æ2 > 0. For suÆiently small hoie of �, the bound (4.20) yields (4.18) for all t 2 J1, asdesired. Sine we are assuming the bound (4.2), we may repeat this argument to handle the remaining intervalsJi. The asymptoti ompleteness laim in Theorem 1.1 follows quikly from (4.18). Given �0 2 Hs(R3 ), we lookfor a �+ satisfying (1.5). Set, �+ � �0 � i Z 10 SL(��) �j�j2�� d�(4.21)whih will make sense one we show the integral on the right hand side onverges in Hs(R3 ). Equivalently, wewant limt!1 jj Z 1t hrisSL(��) �j�j2�� d� jjL2(R3) = 0:(4.22)With this, limt!1 jjSL(t)�+ � �(t)jjHs(R3) = limt!1 jjhrisSL(t) Z 1t SL(��) �j�j2�� d� jjL2(R3)= 0sine we are assuming (4.22). To prove (4.22), test the time integral on the left against an arbitrary L2(R3 )funtion F (x). Using the frational Leibniz rule,�F (x) ; Z 1t hrisSL(��) �j�j2�� d��L2(R3) � 
SL(�)F (x) ; (rs�)���L2x;t([t;1)�R3)� jjSL(�)F (x)jjL 103x;� jjrs�jjL 103x;t jj�jj2L5x;t([t;1)�R3)! 0;where in the last step we've used (4.18) and the L5x;t argument before (4.20).



20 J. COLLIANDER, M. KEEL, G. STAFFILANI, H. TAKAOKA, AND T. TAOFor ompleteness we inlude an argument proving the existene of wave operators on Hs(R3 ), following loselythe exposition of [17℄ in [6℄, x7.6. Given �+ 2 Hs(R3 ), we are looking for a solution �(x; t) of (1.1) and data �0whih, heuristially at least, satisfy,�(x; t) = SL(t)�0 � i Z t0 SL(t� �)j�j2�d�(4.23) = SL(t) �SNL(�1)SL(1)�+�� i Z t0 SL(t� �)j�j2�d�= SL(t)��+ � i Z 01 SL(0� �)j�j2�d�� � i Z t0 SL(t� �)j�j2�d�= SL(t)�+ + i Z 1t SL(t� �)j�j2�d�:(4.24)Heuristis aside, we now sketh how this last integral equation is solved for �(x; t) using a �xed point argument,and prove that �(x; t) does in fat approah SL(t)�+ as t!1.By Strihartz estimates, we have SL(t)�+ 2 L 83t W s;4x \ L8tW s; 125x ([0;1)� R3 ). Set,Kt0 = kSL(t)�+kL 83t W s;4x ([t0;1)�R3) + kSL(t)�+kL8tW s; 125x ([t0;1)�R3):(4.25)Clearly Kt0 ! 0 as t0 !1. De�ne,X = �u 2 L 83t W s;4x \ L8tW s; 125x ((t0;1)� R3 ) j kukL83t W s;4x ((t0;1)�R3) + kukL8tW s; 125x ((t0;1)�R3) � 2Kt0�(4.26)with norm k � kL 83t W s;4x + k � kL8tW s; 125x . For funtions u 2 X we havekjuj2ukL 85t W s; 43x � krsukL83t L4x � kuk2L8tL4x(4.27) � C(2Kt0)3;(4.28)where we've bounded the seond two fators on the right of (4.27) using Sobolev embedding. It is straightforward14to onlude from (4.28) that the funtion�u(t) � i Z 1t SL(t� �)juj2ud�(4.29)is well de�ned for all u 2 X , and that �u(t) 2 C �(t0;1);Hs(R3 )� \X;(4.30)with, k�ukX � C(2Kt0)3 � Kt0 ;(4.31)when Kt0 is small enough - that is, for t0 large enough. Hene the map,A : u(t)! SL(t)�+ +�u(t);(4.32)takes X into itself. It an be similarly argued that A is a ontration. We onlude there is a unique solution� 2 X of (4.24). By our global existene result and time reversibility, we may extend this solution �, startingfrom data at time t0, to all of [0;1). It is now straightforward to verify thatlimt!1 k�(t)� SL(t)�+kHs(R3) = 0;as desired. �14The proof of Corollary 3.2.7 in [6℄ an be followed without modi�ation.
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